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Film Translation is a branch of literary translation. It has two main forms, 
namely dubbing and subtitling. Subtitling refers to a type of language transference in 
which the translation does not replace the original soundtrack, but rather appears as 
lines at the foot of the screen. Though subtitling has something in common with 
literary translation, it has the following unique characteristics. Firstly, translators of 
subtitles must take into account a complex system of scenes, characters, actions, 
music and montage shots as well as filmic lines. Secondly, because of the transient 
filmic lines and the format of subtitles, subtitling is subject to spatial and temporal 
constraints. The subtitles should be in synchrony with the original soundtrack, and the 
length of a line or the number of words in a single line should be restricted. Thirdly, 
subtitling is a combination of written translation and interpreting, orienting towards an 
audience of different educational backgrounds, so the subtitles should be in popular 
and easy-to-understand language, and cater to various tastes. Lastly, as for cultural 
differences that the audience may find hard to understand, translators of subtitles 
cannot give any notes but adopt appropriate translation methods.  
At present the film translation in China mainland, Hong Kong and Taiwan is 
carried out independently. Due to the differences in cultural and historical 
backgrounds and linguistic conventions, the translations in the three regions have their 
own characteristics, either merits or shortcomings. Avatar is such an epic in film 
industry that it has received much attention since its release in China in 2010 and has 
several Chinese translations. This thesis compares the translations in China mainland, 
Hong Kong and Taiwan from the perspectives of general characteristics of literary 
translation and the unique characteristics of subtitling. To be more specific, the 
aspects under comparison include: the translation of the film title, accuracy of 
meaning, freedom of expression, language style, ways to deal with cultural 
information and the characteristics of subtitling. Based on her own practice of 
translating the subtitles in Avatar, the author presents a fourth version to show her 
understanding of the essence of film translation and her approach towards the 
translation of Avatar.  
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导演詹姆斯·卡梅隆执导，获得了第 82 届奥斯卡奖 佳影片、 佳导演、 佳
摄影、 佳电影剪辑、 佳音效编辑、 佳混音、 佳配乐、 佳视觉效果和
佳艺术指导九项提名，并 终获得奥斯卡 佳摄影和 佳艺术指导奖。它的全球
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